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I. Introduction

J i

is chapter consists of two parts. In the first section, I examine briefly,

..4t
from

.
development perspective, the Major theoretical positions dominating the

I

k-

literature on adult cogaitibn. Two criter4 are considered: first, how compatible

are the theories with the notion t at thinking systems develop within living environ-
//I 4

4 ments? 'econd, what are the implicit or'explicit assumptions of the theories con-
-

cerning the quintessential developmental proble1Cof growth.

,In the second section I consider the general'class of levels of processing Models.
, .

r
,,/

These frameworks, unlike other theories of adult cognition, have ben widely adopted by

developpentaltsts. I argue that developmental theortes are particularly compatible
, \

. ,

with such models becapse they are themselves variants of revels of processing approaches
\

So&

Both emphasize three major issues: the importance of involuntary memory, the activity'of

the subject and the goal of that activity, and headfittipt, i.e., the compatibility be-
4

. .

tween what is known and what can be known.. To -illustrate, I compare current levels of

processing models and similar developmental theories;, notably Europeanstructuxali,sra, ae

represedtecftyPiagetT and Soviet dialecticism,as represented by Leontiev, Vygotskyand

Zinchenko. The European tradition and the emergence of levelcf processing frameigorks

. converged to assert a powerful influence on developmental studiee of cognition.
..,..

. -
.

Throughout the chapter I have attempted to demonstrate where developtental data are
....,-

particularly relevant for an Issue of concern for adult theories and where adult
4

0

models can guide the theory construction of devetOpmentalista. * To date, however,

the dominant approach to human cognition has been teleological and there is an im-

plicit acceptance that human thought processes reach a steady atate, i,e., become

static and immutable at maturity. I argue here that a consideration of ontogenetic

factors wouldrincrease our understanding not only of the child but of the adult thinker.

404 II. Theories of Cog,oltion and the Problem, of growth

The dialogue' between developmental psychology and adult cognition has been lees

than,avital force in the evolution of either discipline; why this lack of communication?

4
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At the trivial level it is true that the adherents often fail to follow eackotfier's

literatures, an oversight which is inevitable given the information overload resulting

from the proliferation'of research outlets. I have been reduced 1-lo treating the task

of following current conttoversy in adult cognition.as a Semantic shadowing task; I only

divert-my full attention to the relatively unattended channel when a topic of particular .

personal salience is ,raised.

Its general, developmental psychologists have.phown a lamentable insensitivity to
:

.
, * S'

the need or theory guided research, perhaps due to the origins of the discipline, rooted
,

lias they are`-in clinical and educational prattite. As such it is not uncommon to encounter
. .

developmental cognitive psychologists who are, not only unaware of major trends in adult

6

cognitiot1, but,are_also obliVious to the need for such awareness. By the same token,

cognitive psychologists often fail pp consider, pertinent developmental, data even' when such

data could provideAreToptimal test for a question of interest. Cross-fertiliiation

among° the disciplines :could be of help to both.

At a more fundamental level, the crucial issues for a developmentaliet, i.e., change

and growth, have
,

not in the past been majorconcerns of adult models. In fact,-adult

dels share major problems which are most app4rent'when the topic_of cognitive growth

is 'consideted. It is precisely because of thesecharacteristic weaknesses that develop-
4

\\ *\,. , , .

'menttil,psychologists seeking theories have often looked elsewhere for guidancee In the

% H \
,next s.ction I will illustrate this point with'a Cursory examination of the main trends

.

_ -
., .. ,

in adult cognition-. The concentration IS on how the models.speakt developmettial con-;
.t

terns and how developmental data can bamsed to investigate some a.ucial issues for the
.

. .

models.
. ... .

-diks: The
,A. Information procdss in g

.

mo computer/etaphor.

Craik and Lockhart's (072) original paper was primarily motivated by a reaction to

the then dominant Metaphor of adult cognition; the computer. I go not wish to reiterate-,

their well-known criticisms here; instead I.would like to add alurther complaint arising

from a developmental perspective-- Computer metaphor models concentrate on the flow of

-. 5
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information in and between the major architectural structures of the system. (STR,

etc.). The primary,issues are When, where, and how, rather ehan what information is

prOceiged. The principal strUctures,of the system are fixe4 they do'not grow, neither

do they function in dynamic interaction with a meaningful environment. Shaw'and

Bransford (1977) characterized-the systems as "mechanistic," "purposelessandeupassive."

A syg.tem that cannot grow, or show adaptive modification to a changing environment is a

strange metaphor for human, thought processes which are constantly changing over a-life

span of the individual and the sbcio-cultural evolution of_the race (Kvale, 1975; Riegel,

1975). This 'is the major criticism of s(ich modeli raised by-ecologiwl psychologistd,-

for example, Shaw and'Bransford who believe that a
.1.

.

'man-machine analogy becomes a hindranct rather than an\aid to psychological
thebry when_it,details ourthinking abet how living creatures gather and .

act uponknowledge ih dynamic natural contexts. Such questions can in no
way be reduced to questions of how information represented,stored, or
retrieve from storage by 'static deices in_artificially controlled experi-
ments. Maw & Bransford, 1977, pp. 4-5)

Notwithstanding these obvious limitations for,a field devoted to understanding cog-

nitive.gra , theory- oriented develofamental psychologists did adopt the prevailing
.

,

metaphor, with some success, but also'with.many attendant. problems that can serve to ,

. 4 ,

illustrate some limitations to the 'original model.

First thh modal model of this type makes a sharp distinction between, structure

and proceds. This distinction has not gone_unchallenged even within the domain of
.

adult coghition.,(Winograd,'1975). As Newell (1972) has pointed out,what weregayd,a-s

structure and,what we regard as process is very much a function of the theoretical

viewpoint we adopt. But this is evercmore troublesome for developmentalists for what,

r,

, , ,

wwe regard as structural must undergo change, if by structure e mean some limitation

imposed by the impoverished. state ofthe 'child's knowledge base (Brown, 1975;. Chi, 197q).
. ,_,..., A .Z

A more specific, type of -structure'limitation has been suggeste0 by the computer
.

models; it is"more akin to the notion of channel capacity. rf children do poorly on
,, .

a rote,recall'task,-one might ask whethe't this is because of some capacity limitation,
.



defined in terms of presence or absence of a major system, amount of siSace with one of
,

the systems, or rate of decay. The notion that immature learners do suffer from some

form of limefed-Memory capacity is a dominant one (Chi, 1976), and it is only recently

that a series of idienious developmental studies (Chi, 1976, and Huttenlocher & Burke,

L976) have come to grips with the difficulties in distinguishing between the "capacity"

limitations of the immature that are structural or procedural. In summary of this work,

there.aPpears to be,no compelling datito suggest that qapaciiy differences, defines

by presence or aence of an architectuAl system STM), :amount of space in one

of the architectural units (e:g., the number of slots in STM), or in terms of durability,

/-
of information in these systems, differentiates the child from the adult thinker

. t
.. .

(Belmont; .1972; Belmont & Butterfield, 1969; Brown, 1974; Chi,
,
1976; Wickelgren, 1975).

si4

What does, hamper, the inexperienced,is the paucity of strategic processes atrailable to

-.AP' i
the system'and the debilitating effect of an impoverished knowledge base- (Brown, 1978.0.

. . .

The studies of Chi concerned with STM limitations and iconic memory in children illus-
r

trate the complexity of separating out process and structure, an illustration that is
\

no less inforMative to the stUdeht of adult cognition.
1

.

Chi's (1976, 1978) .theory is a good example_of an information -processi:$4gevelop -
., k ..,

#
...

. mental model which emphasizes the problems of an impoverished knowledge tease.
, ...-

..' _

term memory is seen as the repository of rules, strategies, and' operations which can

be used to make more efficient use of a limited capacity sYstem;.young children have

,

not yet acquired these routines. Iaddiption, Chi believes that the child's knowledge

base is deficient in at least three ways: (a) the amount of information it contains,`
' I 7

(b)` the organization and'internal coherence of that informaiton, and (0 thgnumber
p-1

:of available routes by which it can be reached. These differences impose several lim-

stations on the child's information- processing abilities, even iii-such simple situa-

tions as reading ihformationfroir: the icon or maintaining infqrmation in STM (Chi

1976). Such basic cognitive brocesseA,as ease of retrievability, and speed of encoding

naming, and recognition are all influenced by restrictions impoSed by an impoverished

-.7



knowledge base.

A I Ip .5

Although models pith as Chi's provide some insight int o.what might develop within
.

an information-pracessing fr4mework,-there are still Some interesting difficulties when

one tries to account for qualitative rather than quariiitative.growth. jiow does the

,system become rich, rather than impoverished, if by that we mean morethan.amere accum-
, .

ulation-of facts? How does the organization and internal cohesion of'information change

- 4
qublitatively with age? What is meant by the,number of routes by which informatidn is

reached? ,Others have noted the problems With basic memory metaphors (Bransford & Franks,

1976; Neisser, 1967) with their emphasis on searching in discrete loCations. If we

really-believe in_an accumulation of facts, which become Increasingly accessible by means

of well-trodden-routes, we must facefundamental problems when it comes to dealing with

questions such as, how such a system can recognize novelty (Hdffding, 1891; Neisser,

196?) and why the expert does not take longer to."access" his known fact§ than the novice

(Bransford, Nitsth & Franks,'1977).

B. The episociicAntic distinkion.

One of thelmost influential distinctions to be made in the area of memory in recent

years is.thAt between semantic and episodic memory (Tulving, 1972). But theterms have

1. .. -

comae to mean different things to different people, andit is not at all clear that they
,

.
....P

produce either an exhaustive or exclusive classification. The confusion that had fol-
- , -

, I /

1piaed the idiosyncratic and varying usage of the ter6s has been dealt with elsewhere

(Nelson & Brown, 1978). Here rwill consider, briefly, the distinction in connection

with how thinking systems grow.
a

ti

In view of the controversy concerning terminology I will state explicitly my use

4
of the terms. The term episodic is used to refer to a form of memo input leading both

, c , I

o remembered autobiographical everfts (Tulving, 1972), e.g., what pened'on one's
. c .

,

.e

fifth birthday, and'to the formation of generalized event etructures, or scripts-TNelson,.

1977; Schank, 1975), e.g., what yoU'expect to happen TM restaurant, at a sidre,'etc.

Both Schank (1973) and Nelson (1977) conceive of these generalized event structures as

8
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important components of an unaerlying conceptual memory, and as the most important corn-

.ponent folthe young child. The term semantic memory is reserved for the storing of

inforration about words and concepts represented in the language, i.e.the strictly

linguistic (lexical or semantic)

There has been Altendency.in current developmental research to classify all of

the child's real-wor410 knowledge as semantic kpnwledge (Brown, 1'475; see also Naus &

t ,

Halasz, this volume) thereby avoiding the central question of how semantic structures

develop Erom episodic itxperience. For example, there is an increasing body ofliter-
,

afuve concerned with the very young child's memory for non-linguistic info;ttion,

such as Ostia]: layouts:(Siegel & White, 1975), spatial locations (Acredolo, Pick &

Olsen, 105; Harris,1973)-and actions Obellinger & Trabasso, 1977). But, these types

of memories ate neither "semantic" nor "episodic" al these terms have previously been

defined. Clearly one of the major.developmental questions, especially in the preschool

period, is how such _nonverbal memory relates to verbal memory, as well asVice versa.

_Labelling both types of representation semantic obscures rather than illuminatea the

problem.

The crucial developmental question-has been raised and dropped by most theorists

concerned with some variant of the episodic-tsemantic distinction. For example; Tulving

te
(1972) stated that:

-e

relatively little is known about the role that the, perceptual. system and

episodic klemory play in 'the'storage of information into semantic memory.
Problems of acquisition of semantic fnformation,.and problems of modifi-
cation of existing semantic structures, have not.yet-been studied by
students of semantic memory, , (Tulving, 1972, p, 3933.

This.statement emphasizes the uncertain-relation between semantic and episodic memory

art4,the role of experience in the i rmation of both. Earlier, Posner and Warren (1971)

were 'concerned with how automatic s ructures,.(semantic memory) are derivable from traces

(episodic experience)'but theyto dropped the qu

does "general knowledge (semantic memory) devel

on. Similarly, Kintsch asked how

on the basis of particular exper-

fences (episodic memory)" although he notes"th question need not concern us here"

c
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. .
I 7

-(Kintsch,1974, p. 79). Yintsth wisAlso sensitive to the fact that -nonverbal rep-
< )

- '6resentation6f. knowledge must exist for he states that:
'

.

It is,ullikely that allknowledge can be represented in the same way.
Propositional-knowledge, which will be our sole concern, is primarily
verbal, though it is possilbe to represent nonverbal information by such
means as well . . On the other hand, analog_representation of know-
ledge may underlie sensorimotor memory. The dectilioneto neglect non-
propositional knowledge here by no means implies a judgment Ehat only verbal
sources of knowledge are worth Considering for the psychologist. It merely
reflects 06 state of the art today (Kintsch, .1974, p.. 15).

This recurrent-problerNas

/
especial importance for the developmental psychologist who

f

,must ask: how does the memory system of the young child encode and reconcile nonverbal

and verbal sources of knowledge? How does the latter emerge from the former? Nelson's
.

' .

(1977)'attempts to deal with this issue are of.great importance for evelopmental
,.
/

theory and the adult-models themselves could be enriched by a consid ration of the de-
.

velopmental issue.

C. (Semantic memory.models.

Semantic memory models are currently-fashionable and controversial (Collins &

Loftus, 1976). I do not wish to enter this arena but will consider thd' models as they

relite-to the probldn'of growth. An excellent discussion, of growth and semantic models

X
can be found in several recent-papers of Bransford and hits colleagues,(Bransford &

Franks, 1976; Bransford & Nitsch, 1977; Bransford, Nitsch & 'Franks, 1977), and there-

fore I will only touch on the main points.

The. main con:roverey engrossing semaltic memory modelers -concerns the nature of

the organization in LTM, whether this is characterized as sets of features (Smith,

Shoben & Ripa, 14 974),.or networks of relationships (Collins & Loftus, 1976). The main

game played by the participants, is some variant of a verifiCation task. Subjects are .

required tb verify that a canary has skin, of is yellow. The latter they do more,

quickly why? Whatever theory is espoused,,,a basic tenant is that the ease of verifi-
.

, .

cation 'cat be accounted for by making assumptions concerning the preexisting structure

of already acquired inform ation.

10
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Theories of semantic memory therefore attempt-to account for.knowing
solely on the basis of the structure of already acquired information. So-
called "propeSs" models of semantic memory are involved with elucidating
how one uses already stored lit-dormer:ion to retrieve facts, make coMparisons,
etc. However these notions bf "process" are not equivalent to the processes,
involved in the development of knowing. From the present perspective, the
important processes involve knowing how to do something to ga, beyond what one -

knows right now (Btensford,Nitsch & Franks, 1977, ms. p. ).

The'majordevelopmentarioraysin this area have een studies showing that children,

have networks to adults (Nelson & Kosslyn, 1975) but again without considers-
,

tion/of how these structures arose or developed.

Although it would be simplistic to deny4thit an 'important aspect of'understanding

involves the rela9q.onialip between what is-now to be understood and what is already known,

Bransford and his colleague. care certainly right-in emphasizing that, it is at least

equally important, to consider pow'novelty is comprehended. Novelty cannot simply be
-

,',understood as 'a recombination of already availaole information and this is nowhere more
..

apparent than when one considers the probldNof development. Children are universal ,
,

, (

novices; th r musttpe, with novelty constantly. Semantic memory models cannot help
i

. . .

. .-- --.
...,

us answer
\
the problem of.growth fOr they havenoteen prima-3:11y concerned with the.

.. . , ,

I .

1

issue of how one becomeb a network, or feature repository, or how there develops a
I

t

structure through which spreading activation, can activate. This problem is isomorphic
.../.. ,

...

'Which the pr viouslr-mehtioned iuestion of how, an abstract decontextualized syStemoofv
--. : i41,..

.

knowledge evoIves from the person episodic. experience orthe child (Nelson, 1977;
_ .

Nelson ,CBrown, 19/8). The virtual equation of understanding with contacting previous

knowledge must bring such,models face to face with the problems of growth, novelty
4

and preformism, problems which present difficulties for all psychologic41 theories.
, .

t
. -,

. _

Schema theories of knowing.
if

Schema theories of human thought have seen popular at least since Kant!s (1787)

-Gitioue-of Pure Reason; they have never been totaf14 in abeyance although in the hey-
.

0:
.

. .

day ,Of radical behaviorism they lurked nredominantly under the cover of the "soft"
.

. : t

areas of developmental (Piaget, 1928) and social-(Allport & Postman, 1945;"Barillett. ,

1932) psychology.'
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1't ,is probably true that some version of a .sehepa 'Oeory.' is, the dbmindnt metaphOr

of current .cognitive psychologists; at leastat'is a very, healthy contender for4hat/ ,
"

,position, vying only with the competing information2protesding computer metaphor.

Computer meEaphcrs themselves have begun to incorporate schema-like entities into their

conceptualization. vislifisky's (1975) framemotion, whiCh has been.faioreCI-by worker's in

the Artificial Intelligence fieldtaarniak, 1975; Winograd, 1975)).ada Schank's scripts

/
and plan9 are basically schemata notions (Schank & Abelson, 1975); The LNR group has

not been entirely uninfluenced by AI and they have also developed theories of schemata-

driven cognition (Bobrow & Norman, 975; Norman, 1975; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977).

The defining features of 'schema theories are somewhat difficult, to specify. The
.

use of the term schema is widespread; vague and,not always overladen with meaning. One

of my favorite games is to remove the work schema from a paper written in schematese

and look for changes in meaning. Take,'for example, the sentence "preexisting know-

ledge ,/schemata function
/

orientrient people to inEerprr,a message n a certain way ..11

- . .

Where is the loss of clarity in removing the word schemata'. It
it
is somewhat sutprising

,

to find that there rarely I's a loss of mean ng following such ablation tactics. The

above 'Sentence Was'one of my own, by the way, ane'I had already been through ,the paper

,

eradicating superfluous schemata. To be fair, many of the,more recent theor\ies are far

more precise in their use of the term (Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977), but 'there is still

an abundance of needless schematesg7in co1ntemporary cognitive psychology.

The mVor.scaffoldpig.of schema theories seems to be some version of the Piagetian

assimilation and accommodation interaction, or the reflection, refraction transactions

.

-of Soviet dialectic theories,(Wozniak.' 1975). Assimilation is the function by,which

the events of the world are incorporated into preexisting knowledge structures while

accommodation is the prOtess by which the'existing knowledge structures are modified

in accordance with novel events. By the. reciprocal influence of input 010 preexisting.

concepts and .extant knowledge £'n input the thinker comes to now his World. There

12
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are nontrivial.mblems'associated -with both terms. Recent theorists pave -taken_

-...-.4
. ,_ ... ,

.

divergent opinion:a on the issim,Aniing fromthose-who have feWtsprobleis'with 'assim-

"At

t.

10

, 1 . N
.

A

'ilation kit question-how accoimodation Occurs:(Anderson,.1977),'those who-accept ,--
..

. -,4o....- . . .

..-
.

. -

. -
. i , . ,

. . -
;

i

, accommodation but eXpress,C:oncerns withassimilition (Neisser, 1976a),
i

and'amatl'who
..

. ..- ...:- .

.,
itirappear to be disconcertecibY both (TdriEey, 1977)'. One,nannot fegitimatelf:consider,

I--
. ..,.

' 'assimilation withoLf accommodatiop or vice versa'. as they. aret mechanisms 'in a
...

Ant
. ,x

vs. ..,

A-. ,.

dynamid transaction. But I will try to giye the flvor of ,objections to bott processes,

7
i -

as if they coUld.be separated.- Irk keeping with=thefocus:of this,chapter I will OK-

k

centrate only on issues of critical interest to the_basic developmental questions:-.'

groWth and Change.

A major criticism of schematheOries in adult cognition is that -they are basically

assimilation Models. Mechanisms Which pebrmit acquisition and articulation of schemata

4- are not specified in sufficient detail to :Afford an adequate-developmental perspective.

HOw areXisting conceptionsdified-in the facediinconsistaitinputl How do such
_At 4,40

theoiies deal--aith novelty? TO say that "learning may be dealt with-by supposing that

when a7radicaily new input is encountered a

(Rumelhart ilDrtony, 1977, ms. P. 42),"es

new inpUt or,howe consiruct a Ow schema.
.. - , ,..

/

schema growth can be asaunted for by41-11
.

_

.
.

new schemajw.ithout variables is constructe

4ot tell 'us either how we know it itka
.Y

timiIarly.l.tis undoubtedly true that much
61,

, ,

n processes of schfma genera ization,Ai

. schema specification (Rumelharf &-Ortony, 9747) but the, theory "is quite vague concerning

1 the - mechanisms and coniett's which.would peimitssuch dl(ilopment. ,

.

.

The problem of growth` is not only,one of gradUal,extension and refinement of
.... ./

schemata butaan adequate theory must.be abre to account fot ma4or changes in perspective
, ,

.

,.. ts,.
, . .. .

(Anderson, ,1977) or paradigmatic shifts of theory or world view (Kuhn,T970). It Must ,

'

.

,4F

e

.
'dlso_deal with emotionally-based resispAce to Ikeh major cognitive reorganization

s._

it is true, that, inconsistencies and counterexamples are often assimilated into fchemata
s. ge

. ,

*. t9 which a.person le heavily committed, as Abelson (1973) Cold Warrior example can

illustrate. Accommodation is nbt the necessary result of inconsistent input. What



lor

r,

0

.

then ould conatitutesnecessary'r sufficient condi.M.ons.for a schema.o%
--

,

A

iccommodations, to occur ?" ,w doep our preexistihg knowledge change*as

experience?,by graaolk extension- -by dynamic shifts kn perspectives?
v

.<, Wr
,0 .. . =.,,,,,,, ,.

,

discussion of.thispoint see Anderson, 1977).

Alf

tr

t

shift, or major

a function of

(for a detailed

There are those for whonthe problems of accommodation are relatively trivial for
.

,

one must first account Por4assimilation. Cibsonian-attuned theorists find the lattet
, ..., - , .

v
.

to be the more problematic Concept. Assimilation presupposes at least, two interr1ated

assumptions that render the concept implausible for Gibsonians and, embarrassing for,

- 4

,schema theorists whose consciousness has been raised by this school (Neisser, 1976a).
1

First, one-can .know only by reference to prfor.khowledge. Closely linked to this problem

is the age-ola_one of preformism, or radical nativism, i.e., the organism must come ekk,

114prewiredpwith a t of schemata; some knowledge about

es

the very beginning.
J

the world must be present from
P

.

The problem of preformism has been dealtWith in depth by Shaw & Braneford (1977).

-No one really question6 that,phylogenetic-attunement of some kind must preset'an organ-
.

sim to interact with his environment. Radical empiricism is no longer a liable tenant,

for most contemporary theories accept some form of genetic attunement, someprimitive

,, 7-tr
universals, even though there is considerable discussion concerning what these might

4.. be.

$

The notion that, assim tion involves epistemit mediation of some form is also

4 .

.

a
_

a theoreifcal
.

ly controverqiql one (Tnrvey, 1977)..' Gibsonidns, as direct though
-If-- -

/

critical realists, believe- that everythirig we can perceive we perceive directly and
e

_ *
.

. .4

there is no
.

prsblya for such theories of input change or internal representation. Schema
o'

...-,

theoristfs on theother hand do iniOke some epistemic mediation. Truly constructive
4

theoriesare awkwardly autistic; if, we truly construdt our world, and we all construct
. s

it on the baais'of our unique configuration of...individual experience, it'would be

4diff1401 to account for how-accurately' we perceive our world and how constant is the

' patt rn of Major ontogenetic change. Neisser (1976a) reaches a form of compromise in
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that he assumes that perceiving doeL not change the World, it Changes the perceiver,

so that information-in the world is only significant, indeed Can only be picked up,

if tHbre is a dev.elopmental format ready to accept it." For a full discussion of

these differences the reader is referred to Neisser (1976a), Turvey and Shaw (this.
0 . , .i f

voluMe), Bransford, Franks, Morris, and, tein (this volume),,and Shaw'E. Bransford.(1977).
-..,__

. t,.., . , n
,

.. "..
. Thus a major problem with-assimilatior, theories is the nowlamiliar irguement

. ,.
,. ,

thattit is only-Possible te understand current input by teflrence to preexisting.struc-

'tures. This is as problematic for schema theories as.for any other. And it, is exacer-

bated by the tendency of some schema theorists to maintain-the terminology. of a memory .

metaphor by referring to schemata as if they were knowledge structures stored in the-

head. Schemata have slots into which,thingsiii; f rames often read very mtrch like
.

static places to put things in, But if this so then one could only know by rifling
4 *.

,

through available schemata until,one,finds a suitable fit; or one could invoke,a notion

of content-addressable schemata!! This is one. of the common pitfalls that schema the-

ories wish to avoid. Experience does not resat in the formation of an inner replica

of an event in the head, but it functions more Wholtering or tuning the organiallt in-

such a way that it will see all subsequently related events in a new light. Reconsti-
.., r ,

.
.

tuted schema theories (Neisser, 1976a) do go part of the w ay in avoiding the,content-
.

i
.. , .- .

addressable problem by-this notion of tuning which is the result of,the dynamic, re-'

, I.

ciprocal relation between the current cognitive-perceptual situation and the significilnt

information in the environment ( Bransford et al.,'1977). Schemata are-not filed in a

library system in the mind. As-Neisser points out, "someone who ha a currently in-

o ,

active schema 'should not be thought. of asan'owner of a particular kind of mental

property. He is just an-Organism with a particular potentiality. His inactive schema

are not objects but aspects of the structure of his nervous system" (Neisser, 1974a,

p. 62). Similarly, Braisford's nation.of experience setting.the stage ( Itansford &

Franks, 1976) for graspitgthe significance of an event is a tuming notion which has much

15



in common with the Gihsonian

I.

cept;of the mutual,compatibility between the Organism's.'

4
13

.
. ,

effectivities' (goal-directed funct ons which reflectts potential actions)' and the
. - , 4 * ,

..
,

environmental affordances (Turvey & Shaw, this volume). Thereare major differences,
r

.P' \ . -=

-to beisure, betweenWWGibsonian ecological the4ieS'arLA even reconstituted schema. - ,t4'-..

theories (Neisser 1976a), and thessdifferences,centek on theproblem-of epistemic

mediation ( Turvey, 1977). But there is a convergence on the.iMportant issue which

remains the muttai compatitility ofthe Organism and,lis naturally evolving en1iron=

mental nfthe.

In summary, the /fundamental problems facing schema theories,are the same as those

that must eventually be confronted by any adequate psychological model. They must'be

--- -able -to deal with such issues as: - -- -with what preexisting structures.must the nascent
.

I

organism come equipped; how do these scructuresundergochange with age and experience;J

how-does the organism go beyond itd"current stateof knowing; how are the perceptual. .-

and cognitive systems pre- attuned by experienctl in short, how do we account for cognitive

'grOigth. One of the major influences of the ecologic41 th eories Shaw & Bransford,411977;

.vc

Turvey, 1977) is that they force us to address just those issues even if they cannot

yet' resolve them.

/'-E. Developmental Theories

:In the last ,stop in this quick tour of theories of cognition and the concept of,
4 -

growth, I will now consider briefly developmental theories, lumped together into one

uneasy category.. It is a natural step to go -from a dgaleratiO4 of schema theories

to the developmental literature as most of the doiinaht theories of cognitive develop-

ment are based on some schema -like construct. This is true of European (Binet-&

Henri, 894; naget, 1971), Soviet (Reigg, 19751 Woznfak,'1975),and American !(Werner,
.

1148) psychology, in some guise or another. Tt Would of course, be; impossible to
.

. .

give even a thumbnail description of the viable developments?. models, and in keeping. ..

with the main focus-of thi Section of the paper, ',will concentrate Only on how de-.

10

;Telopmental models cope witligrowth: One might imagine, that a conaide:ration of theories

16
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specificalp addressed to growing organisms might provide some answers not found in,proves

adult models. A concern Will graWth should be a defining feature of a theory of'Coi
.

,

nitive development. .Unfortunately this is not so; developmental theories have also
k

been adippt at al:Os:ling thekbasiciAssue Of growth by-describing what develops rather

than concentrating, on how growth occifrs., Indeed, just 'as a major problem with adult,
.,

.
...,models is that they are generally silent. on the issue of how thinking systems grow

? .;-,

or change, so -too, a major Objection to many developmental models is that at best
- t

1

ttiey:provide a description of the steles or states of development but they cannot

account for_the transformations that lead to'grdritil (Nelson, 1977). There is consid-

efable disagreement surrounding even such basic issues as whether cognitive growth is

a continuous process that proceeds slowly and gradually or whether it consists of a

set of abrupestage7like leaps (Flavell, 1971; Toussaint, 1%74).

4
To illustrate how developmental models have difficulty with the concept of growth,

1 will use a somewhat extreme example. 74 a recent conference aofteerned with intelli-

N\
gence, Klahr (1976) Presented a simulation of children's performance on Piagetian con-

vseration problems. But, in order to successfully model this development Klahr would
(-,--- O 4

need_to.build atrhis some'accomModation-like process. In short, to model'
/ _-

growth one must understand it. Neisser, as the discussant of the.paper,pointed out

that this-is exactly whatsystems like,Klahr's cannot, for we do not yet understand

-the processes of growth. According to Neisser the-system proposed by Klahr .

. . . does not undergo accommodation; it does not =team. Klahr agrees
that the issue of self-modification Is central to the' conception of
intellfgence,:but neither his own system-nor any of-those reviewed by
him meet this issue successfully. For better or worse my (Neisser's)
196 claim that Artificial-Intelligence has not modeled cognitive devel-
ppment remains valid. There is a reason for this./ The development of
human intelligence occurs in a real environment with coherent proper-
ties of its own. Many of these'properties vary greatly fiom one situation
to- another; others remain- invariant at p deeper/level. As long as pro-
grams do not represent this, environment systems ic4lly, in at least some
of its complexity, they cannot represent cog4 ive growth either.
(Neisser, 1976b, pp. 143-144). 4

Thus for Neisser, as well as for ecologiCal heorists (Shaw Z'Bransford, 1977;

TUrvey & Shaw, this volume) the minimum unit of nelysis must be the activity of

17.
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the organism in its natural environmental.nlihe.

It is Ferhaps not too surprising that Klahr could not successfdlly capture the

-essence of accommodation in a computer simulation. But how successful in this regard;__

,
1haebeen the,pivoal developmental model, Piagetian theory. -I have a sneaking suspi--

,

cion that Piaget's'theory is a gigantic projective test and it is possible to find

there
3

what one 'a looking for, surely a confirmationof Piageje basic tenet. What

ollaws is my interpretation of the essence-of the thech.y. Piaget's theory rests

4his 'changing notion of equilibration which is seen by some to be a homeostatic mech-

anism (Rivel, 1975)., The org anism is constantly seeking balance and stability.

Every interaction with the environment precipitates a compensating equilibration ad-
/

4

tivity consisting of both an isapilative and accommodative function.- The end state

7 of these reciprocal forces is balance. A problem here is that such a homeostatic

notion would serve to maintain a-child'at a given level of deVeiopment and one major

issue has been how Piaget extracts hiMself from the dilemma of:previding) basically

homedstatAc model to account for'growth.

Piaget is not insensitive to-this issue as some of his critics would have us be-

lieve (Riegel,-1974) and in,his more recent writings he has introduced the homeorhetic
e'

(Pufall., 1977) processes of ph cal and'reflective abstraction (Piaget, 1970, 1971).

-
These are not easy concepts to come to grips with and luckily, for my purpoSes here,

.

it is sufficient to point out that the major questions that Piaget is attemptingro

4 4

answer in his more recent work focus on-the problem of growth. Indeed, Riegel (1974)

4,
has characterized Piaget's own development s etre of thiee stages, the functional,

'the structural and now the transformatio al period
.

.
. Or

Thus, it would seem that even deVelo ental theories have nOt,yet arrived at a

satisfactory conception of changt'(and,"gr

to fall 1back on an aipirulapion notion so

th; as with adult theories the tendency is

times accompanied by reference to some

unspecified qualitative re rganizationiat s e unspecifiefl critical stages, In defense
, :-
di

a such theories' however,it should,be said\that they do address the is e; it is a

,,,

r4 18
a
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constant concern;-at is the, focal poiht whsere theoretical controversy centers. For,
. .

example, the stage vs. continuous growth controversy.(Flavell, 1971), which dominated4

M

Livthe 1960s oi

,-centered on the probiem ,cf growii. In the 1970s, another theoretical
.
con-

4,

troversy has arisen, although'not everyone would believe it to be a controversy (YoUnise,

1974), between piagetian "structuralism" and Soviet dialectism as espoused by its Amer-..

idan adherents (Riegel, 1975; Wozniak,'1975). This Cont\ foyersy was nicely illtiatrated

by the football analogy' introduced by Gardner (1973) and extendac(by Riegel 0974). In A.4, .

,order to illUatrate the methods of structural analysib Used by Levi-Strauss'tc; examine

rituals and orgies Orprimative societies, Gardner subjected American football to a
s

-
similar analysis-. There is structure in the field, the _rules of the game'and the

ft

_strategies of performance. The action is characterized by,a eequence of sudden quick

leading
,

actions each leaaing to a new structural state where the action appears to be temporar-

.ily frozen. Riegel believes this analogy'is suitable for capturing thkessence of a
. , . .....

. structural theory of growth like Piaget's earfy conceptions. By contrast, Riegel

believes that dialectic theories, such as his own, can best be characterized. by analogy

to soccer, a game of ceasellss action which depends on continuous interactions between

the individual members 'and the transaction betteen'the members of opposing teams.L
00

- I
Soccer, like dialectictheory, is a game of cont+fillous motion; football, like structural

theory, is one of sudden activity producing stable states. The analogy has,bags cer-
..

.
. -

tainly, but it does illustrate that:one of the current cllirovetsies in developmental

\-
theory, dialectism vs.Piagetian tructuralism; Is rooigd 'in theLnotions,of growth aqd

ehar4d. Whether or not these theoretical metaphors ever lead4po a concrete increase,
. .

...,,,, ,

in ouf' undeestanding,of human growth, they at least sensitize us'to a major problem
. .

.

,.forpsychological theory:
\-41

-

AlthoUgh space limitations must restrict my treatment of-most aspects ofthe,dia-

lectic approach to human g

leveled against Piagetian

biological maturation and

rovith,- I would 14e to add one point. Another criticism
.

theory by the dpiectic school is that it concentrates on

individual,interactions with objects in the world; the

A
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impressionds that these forces nimary role.in development. By contrast
_-,

. .

. Riegel (1975) and his adherents stress. the Soviet position that 'developmeni,is.largely

'the result of socio-historidai influen0s. I believe the difference id'only one of
--7

emphasis and ,the value of both theories is the concentration -on the- individual, en-
,

vironmente and the mutual compatibility between. the two. Together with many recent

calls for an "ecologicarpsyChOlogy" (Brown, 1977, 1978a; Browo...& DeLoache, 1978;

)

Bruner, 1972; Cole &-SCribner, 1977; Neisser,-1976a, 1976b; Shaw & B*ansfdrci, 1977),

-the tic major global deVelopmental theories ;ay stress on the essential importance ,of
-

,

ontogenetic and phylogenetic adapt=ation, as adaptation to dynamic natural

contexts. Human_thtugilt_is natUrally evolving and although this undoUbtedly-compli-
, 6

Cates the issue, psyChologists eventually-rr!st considet. adaptation in- references to
_ -

the particular socio - historical, context in whifh the. organism has evolvedarid must
4

I WouldlikS to end this section with anotger qugte from Neisser. "No theory

thatails to acknowlegde the possibility,Of development

an account or.human cognition'.* (Neisser, 1976a, p. 62).

. .

chit or developmental modeiS.Can/satisfactorily account

can bvtaken seriously as

As yet, neither the major

ftr mwth, /other than bi
.

.

- postulating a gradual accumulatiov,of facts, accompanied by'stme unspecified quali-
kc

"tative reorganization and restructuring. We are, however, beginning to see frame-

wo.rks-in which to couch the question, particularly Bransford and Nitsch's (1977) al-

duction schema, Neisserie (1976a) updated schema theory, Piaget's (1971) inchoate

'notions of ;reflective abstraction and the ecological theories of Turvey & Shaw (this'
,

*volume). The main point of this section -was not, unfortunately, to providernew

"insights into the'problem of. growth,,but to illustrate that attention to issues-of

.

growth and .change should be ,ax} essential facthr in the formation of our conceptions .
.

. . _
about human thought. ...

2O



levels of Procdssing and' Developmental Psychology

To, have progressed this' far in`the paper without mentioning leve10-of processing

(LOP) mo8els might seem somewhatperverse given the theme of the volume but the par-
, /

ticipants were enehuraged"tO cohsider alternate viewpoint.' In the preceding section
1

I dealt mainly with reiaons why developmental psychologists and those concerned with
. ,

i

s:
adult cognition,do not generally cross-fertilize each other's thedryponstr4ction.

Iqolhis section I will- emphasize why it is that LOP frameworks are the major exception

to this rule. Flom-their very Inception the LOP frameworks,have been adopted and in-

forporated intolthe developmental literature: Why should this be so? What
=

guishes'LOP models from other a lt models so that they are' particularly compatible

with developmelo pproaches?, They certainly do hot_deal satisfaCtorily with the
-

issue bf'growth; relying, as they de on the typical gradual incremetitalltotion. They

bypass, he thorny problEm of assimilation-zaccomlodation withtatemehts such as
,

familiar, meadiniful stimuli are compatible by definition (emphasis mine) With existing
t

cogniti e structures" (Craik & Lockhart, 1972, p. 616). Although they helped us avoid'
.1

.

some of the less .fruitful blind alleys of the container metaphors (Brown & DeLoache,
t

1978)ihey still maintain much of the terminology of general-memory metaphors (Bransford$.

& Fran ks, 1976). Why then have LOP frameworks been so readily adopted by developmental.
*

theorists? N.7, .
.I have described the major impatt of LOP frameworks in previous papers (down,,

,,,, -
1

,,

1974., 1975) and Naus'arid Halasz (this, volume) alsq give an excellent ii depth rskiew
. . .

of the literature; I do not-want to reiterate,msch4of this discus ion. I will argue
,

, --- _-- . ..
here that the compatibility between LOP approacheS and deyelopmental psychology is due

-.-%.--- -'\

to the fact -that developMental models have always Predominantly LOP ftameworks.,

Both emph9size three maindependent)(not indepd) in points: (al theconcept of voluntary_
$

eve(rsus involuntary memory, (b) the ides that it is the activiiy of the syb3ect that

determines what is remembered, and(c) headfitting (Brown, 1975; Jenkins, 1971, 1974),
., .

nicely captured in Jenkins' quote: "the head remembers What it does or is capable of
_

2 1
I
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doing.. These three points are the major issues that guide empir cal work in develop-,.
, 4

mental pq'ehology whether the orientation is Eu'rOpean-(Binet Henri; 1894; Fiaget,

1970), American (Brown, 1975), or Russian. (Istomina, 1975; Vygotsky, 1962.; Yendovit-

skaya, 1971).

A. Voluntary vs. .Involuntary Memory

Voluntary & Deliberate learning. A prigiary distinction madd/bySoviet

°mental: psychologists is that between voluntary and involuntary memory. This is-,

roughly equivalent' t,the LOP distinction b?tween incidental and intentional learning:

Voluntary or *intentional learning referc to the standard situation inlaboratory/A:cm-

oryetests (and schools),where the subject is specifically request d to invok41

efforts to retain the material< Under such circumstances adults deploy a remarkable

4,
array of ingenious mnemonics even when faced`with the most impoveiished stimuli or

4.
artificial laboratory tasks (Reitman 1970); indeed, it is extremely difficult to

interfere with this ingenuity. There is however ample evidenge that young.children
--,

- do not spontaneously employ a variety of strategig methods until the onset of.the
. .

- ,
grade school years and they contj.aug to refine-and extend their repertoire as they

a -k --
. 'A

. .
.

:
ti,r

mature. Along with the gradu41 emergence and refinement of specific memOilsAstratt,
4

,

egies, the child's knowledge and 'control of these processes also develop- as he is
I' .

faced increasingly with more demanding situations.. He learns to evIlluate realistical;y,
', ,

. , -

, .

_ the task demands (Brown, 19784, 1978b), Ilia metkory.- ability (Brown, Campione, & Murphy,,

-.
..

1977; Brown & Lawton, 1977; Flavell, Priedlichs, &,Hoyt, 1970),-and the intefactiOrr
.

of his abilities and the task (Brown & Barclay, 1976). The development of knowledge

'. .!' f'.

about memory,'mstamemoxy (BrOwn, 1975, 1977, 1978a; Brown & 1/gLostfie; 1978; Campiote
,

,- , ,,
. , . . _

& Brown, 1977; Fl yell & Wellman, 1977), has only recently received attention, hdwsver,

such knowledge an& beliefs concerning one's own memory' processes must Rlay a vital

role in determining if strategies and plans will be adopted and if ap opriate Plans

.

will be used. Without such itrospective\knowtedge, it woufa be'Fait, if not

impossible, tdaelect an appropriate strategy at the onset of a task and to change or,

1-.

22
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modify that strategy in thefaca of its success or failure:
.

1
.

.

To illuStrate the development of knowledge and control of deliberate strategies
.

r..' /

for learning,I will 1;riefly desctibe some ongoing research my laboratory concerned

with acquiring information frdm prose passages (Brown & Smiley, 1977a, 1977b). Our

subject population'hat ranged fr9m preschoolers as young as three yeAs of age to college
'/,,

tlt .

students, and the storieS are adapted\tosuit the difterent age groups. We find two

e

main ,consistencies across Age:_ with or withOut conscious intent to do so, subjects ex-,

tract the main themelo
i4

f a story.and ignore trivia, Even the youngest child's recall

favors the essential action secineagg-bf the story. In addition,, children are misled

in their compreh- ofof stories by the same snares that trap adults (Brown, Smiley,

Townsend & Lawteh,
/

1977). Led to believe certain "facts" concerning a main char-,

acter or,-the location of an action, facts which never appear in the original story,
4 A

ohilaren-disambiguate_ elaborate in the same way as adults (Anderson & Reder, this

volume). They false. recognize theme congruent distradtors in recognition testa, and

introduce importations from their preexisting knowledge when recalling. Rurthermore,

they have difficulty distinguishing'betweentheir 'own elaborations and the actual oboty

content.

There are some interesting developmental trends, however, which follow from the

increasingly strategic nature of the older chid's study habits.. As children mature

they become able to identify the. essential organizing features and crucial elements of

texts (Brown & Smiley, 1977a, 1977b). Thanks to this fereknOwledge, they make better-

- use of extended study time. If given an extra period for study, children' from seventh

grade up improve their recall considerably for important elements of text; recall of

less important details does not improve. children below seventh grade de not usually

show such effective 'use of additional study tipe; their recall improves, if at all,

evenly -across all levels Rof 'importance. Asa result, older stddents' recall protocols
. . . ----i--'--,..

. . _

following study include all the essential elements end little trivia. Younger child-
.,

,rents recail though still fevori, important elements, has luny such elements missing.

e : 1 2

. ',..
1

4 4
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tbe older students benefit from'incfaased study time as a direct result of their
, - ---

strategic intervention Which in turn rests_on their ability to' predice4thead of time

what are imPortant'elements of the text. Younger students, not so prescient, cannot

be expected to distribute extra time intelligently; they do not concentrate. on -only

the importaiit elements, since they do.not know in advance-what they are. To substantiate

this hypothesis cosider the overt study'actiOns of the subjects, in particular, the

physical records they provided, notes and underlining of texts. A certain proportion

Of children from fth grade and up spontaneously underlined or-took notes during study.

At tall ages, the physical rec9rds of spontandpus subjects favoredethe important ele-
*

ments; i.e., the notes or,Underlined sections concentrated on elements of the text

previously rated as crucial to the theme,

Studentt induced to adopt one of these strategies did not show a similar sensi-.

tivity to importance; they took notes or underlined more'randotly. Some of the very
/

young children underlined almost all the text when /Cad to underline! Although the

efficiency of physical record keeping in induced subjects did improve with awe, 1t

never reached-the standard set by spontaneous users of the strategy. Furthermore, the-

recall scores of spontaneous producers were much superior.' Even the few fifth graders
,

'who spontaneously underlined showed an adult-like pattern and used extra study to dif-

ferentially

*le

improve their recall of impOrtant elements. The relationship between

:sponfaneous strategy use and effective recall was clear for all ages.

This brief summary of some ongoing research illustrates what I believe to be a

repetitive pattern in cognitive development. What develops with age and experience is
t

often increasing strategic.contnpl over amearly emerging process. For exgmpie, even

young children extract the essential gist of a story if they are not misled by red

herrings, such as artificially increased salience of nonessential detail:, With in-
a

creasing experience with such tasks children acquire the learning process and gradually

fine their'control over these strategies. Using their knowledge about elements of

text , their knowledge concerning how_ to study, and the interface of these two factors,
9

2 4.
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older students ca become much more efficient when professing information presented in

texts. A similar developmental pattern-can be found in many other deliberate (volun-

tary) learning situations (Brown,1974,'1975).

21 Involuntary Memory or Incidental learning." 'Involuntary memory is roughly the

4

equivalent of incidental learn ng in the LOP framework, and-indeed- both the Soviet and

American schools distinguish between two main types of involuntary memory. The first

is the product of a deliberate learning task, for the subject_ia involved in a learning

problem, during whiCh he is exposed;to-material which-is irrelevant to the task as _

specified by.the learningari-truceions. This is a Type IL incidental learning situa-
. 11 ,.,

tion according to POntman's (1964) nomenclature. Both American and Soviet (Smirnov &

Zinchenko, 1969; Vygotsky,' 1962; Zinchenko, 1962) developmental psychologists have

,found the same patternin llildren.- As they mature, they increasingly attend to

k
tive anA- ignore irrelevant aspects,Tof a learning actuation.

The second type of incidental learning situation, the Type I task (Postman, 1964),-

'0- .

has generated-the most interest within the LOP models., Here the subject is exposed to

tl

,
.

the,stimulun.material but is given no explicit instructions to learn; he interacts
e

with the material for purposes other than the intent to learn per se. Under these cir-

cumstances, addlts (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), as welly children (Intomina, 1975; Murphy,

& Brown, 1975; Smi v Zinchenko, 1969), retain more information if the orienting_

instructions are ufficient to induce optima1 prOcesning. The.perndigm is of particular

interest to developmentaliSts_because a specific developmental prediction can.be made.

,As young children are .not noted for the production of effective strategies in response

4 ,

to instructions to learn, children perikrming a favorable orienting task should do

. ,

better-than those under instructions to attempt deliberate learning frith no mention of

what 'strategy they might adopt.. -Again, both Soviet (Vygotsky, 1962; Zinchenko, 1962),

and American ,(Murphy & Brown, 1975) developmental psychologists have confirmed this pre-

diction.

A

In Tablt,.1 we prepent some representative data. Althoughthe-absolute level
4

Insert Table 1 about here

25
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of recall varies, as do the experimental procedures, the same pattern isobserved.
4

,Intentional learners ,do more poorly than those,performiag any of

orienting tasks: Indeed, they PerfOrm at the same

.

-performing formal orienting tasks such as ident'ifying the color
. ..

.

.. esounds of words.

a variety of semanti

leve1.0 children

of objects or .initial

kit .

We have further evidence that it is th.. deployment of task suitable strategies

.

that induces' effective learning. Thieman (1976), in an unpublished doctoral disser-.

c

k

tation,'divided_his intentional learners (adults) intb subgroups depending on the strat-

egy they reported using. These data are shown in Table When one considers the com-
,

Insert Table 2 abou\here-
ti

I

bined mean for all intentional learners they appear'ffb be performing as well as 'in -the

most effective orienting conditions, a typical finding.in'the literature.
.

.

However, when one considers the intentional learners, as a function 9f the strategy.=

they adopt, the more ingenious tend to perform better than subjects in the best semantic

6rienting conditions and the less ingenious tend to perform as as on the worst

semantic orienting task and, indeed, as poorly as in the formal orienting conditions.

These "data, taken togethef with the developmental literature, provide strong support

for the hypothesis that intentional learning instructions are only effective to the

degree that, they induce task suitable strategies. Instructions to learn per:se are

irrelevant..
1t

AS a fineexample of the- interaction of age by voluntary-involunEl ery
' 4I,

-- ,_t

oa*memory conditions, I have cho'een one- of the original studies conducted with the para.-,.. 4

, co

d i gm by Zinchenko in approximate6 ly 1940 (see Wertsch, 1977, for translation). This is
_.,

, .

. y

a particularly interesting study, pot only because its early emergence reinforces a

cyplical notion of history all the elements of our. current incidental-intentional.

studies are there, but also becauie it provides some evidence of an interaction between_ ,

A
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,

orienting activity and the 1:tapure of the material to be processed, a basic*LOP notiaL'
- .

. .
-v.

'Adult and child SubjectS\peregivensets of four words, etch:consisting of a target

.

iii!
f .

ifem (e.g., house) ank three assiLates ca?led_logical (e.
. building),-concrete (e.g.,-ii 0

window), or no 'meaningful connect-ion ,(fialt). These are thb only examples given so it
-is 4ifficUlt to specify what,a ldgical or concrete connection is exactly.'However, from

the example itroOkSlike they are
d

deal;pg with taxonomic-superaidinate,versus thematic

categories_.(Overcast, Murphy, Smiley, & Brown,. 1975). For adult subjects_there were

three incidental orienting taps: underline the word in each set with (a) a logical

,,connection, (b) a concrete connection, and (c) with no meaningful connection to the tar -

get. 'The data for ediate (surprise)" free recall are given in Table 3. There is,an
J.

interactionbetween type of material and orienting activity. Logical connections are

recalled better than concrete ones, which 'in turn are'reCilled better than the unrelated
. .

.

4.4

I

'
Insert Table 3 about here

.

items. Variations in orienting instruction, however, modify this somewhat, for, subjects
P ..., .

,

..._ .

.. , . ,..1
seeking{ concrete co ections remember as many concrete words ac logical ones._ Note

. _ , ,..
. . ,

.

also that the subjec s in the no-connection ttgroupdramaticallyimprovetheir recall of
, 0 ,

LIk'i

,,

0 .
,.::, 0

no- connection words. The interaction of material with orienting instructiO4 is an inter-
'

%..
. .

esting one which is APeated in the data. -from further groups-of adults who performed

.
. # ,

v ..
the'same orienting task together with instructions to learn'the specific words they:

.-.

underline`. The degree of fgtention is a fulittIon of both the type of material.and.the
k -.

'orienting task of.theaubject. .. . .

..- !.
4?

I% . , ,

- The data, also Included in Table 3, are incomplete,ata littlecon-
"

.0 ...
.

, -.L-.

fusing. The pattern for young school- children is reasonably clear., incidental orientitA'
-7

, . .
ins yin .4 1 '---rtruct ons lf,anything, produce better recal than,intentional earning situations,k

1- . ,

4

even when the same activtty.waS engaged in by both groups. For

pattern is morn doMplex. 'In-the fncidenta1 rd6ndition, the same

older childiip, the,

v.
pattern of results is
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found (with lower overall recall scores), for both adults and'children, an interaction
.

of orienting"actiiity and stimulus type. In the intentional.conditioni however,a

different pattern 'emerged. Zinchenko describes these middle school childrenas just

at the stage when they had gained considerable control of Mnemonics of rote recall,

which they applied diligently. But they had great difficulty initially remeibering
. .

any of-the'Unrelated wo a result they denoted considerable extra effort in the

intentional condition-,,when asked to remember the unrelated Words. Subsequently,they
- , -

dramatically improved recall of unrelated words at the expense of the logical and con -
t

crete connections. This is a complicated study and its rtsults can onlybeexplained

by recourse to much post `hoc speculation (a clean.replication would be welcomed); how---

ever, it does show that the interaction between strategies and material is an interesting =

' A. one.
4

B. Activity and the Goal of 445.ons

Activity,-referred.to variously as mental:operations or-. mental detivity, 16 a

central issue for LOP framewor s- Craik and- lying summarized the;literature in 1975:

All these studies:EortforM to-the new look in memory research in that the .

., ,stress
. is on mental operations; items are remembered not as presented stimuli

'

,

acting.on the organism, bdt
1
as components Of mental activity. Subjects re--, :

member -not what was out there but what they didaduring encoding (Craik &
Tulving, 1975, p. 292).

In its first, instantiation this\"newn focus on activity involved a somewhat

sikplistic conception of good and bad opetitiOnb that could be performed by the learner. -
o.

For e ample, it was easy.to infer from. the original deictiptions of Orienting activities
4

. ,that semantic Ones were.good and formal ones were bad. There are at ,least two pioblems

*.* ,with the invited inference, First it sugiests-la neat-dichotomy between the types of, ,

..-. .#
'tasks, and second'it ignores the necessary relation:Ship. between a processing actiAritY

.

and the at hand: .

f:0

Con .der firsethe dichotomy notion. -Semantic orienting tasks were thought to
.J.

be those that

. -

tasks didnot

r

required the subject to consider the m ening of stimuli; while formal-
,

ile the division of orientingrequire a consideration of meaning.
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tasks based on the presence or absence of a requirement to consider meaning has a good

deal of intuitive appeal, this view is not without its difficulties. First h the

problem of determining an appropriate point of divisio4between semantic and nonsem

'antic tasks, for several of the tasks selected appear. to fall into a virtual no man's

land. One difficulty of categorizing some tasks is that they Can be,preformed in sev-

eral ways; so, the tasks themselyes are neither Semaptic,nor nonsemantic, but the--

operations carried'out to perform the tasks can be based on either type of strategy.

For example; determining the part of speech of words may be performed either by paying

attention to the morphology or phonorogy, of the words or by considering their meanings.

This is not to imply that the two levels, of decision are mutually exclusive, but

differences in emphasis may explain why' Hyde and Jenkins (1973) eailaider this a non-

semantic task, whereas Eagle and Leiter (1964) and Mandler and Worden (1973) consider

it.a 4emantic,,,task.., In short, a more reasonable assessment of the type of operations

that can-be performed-by the learner is that they form a-- continuum ireterms of the

degree of semantic analysis that must be undertaken .(Thieman, 1976).

,A0further problem relaterto the classification of tasks or'underlying processes

as semantic or nonsemant- ic on the basis of recall performance is the often.cited cir-
.

cular and post hoc nature of this reasoning. Roughly, the argument states that since

semantic or deep processing-results .in efficient

produces -high retention in-incidental learning,

retention, then if an orienting task
4.

it must have entailed semantic proces-

sing. But how strongly should the argument aligning memory and meaningful analysis_be

made? The strongest position holds that semantic processiiig-is both a necessary and
4

_

sufficient condition for
.

good memory: This view is expressed by.Craik and Tulving-
.-. , - , t

,

(1975), who state "it seems clear that attention...0 :the word's meaning is a necessary
f .

prerequisite of good retention" (p. 269), and that "it-now becomes possible to enter-

An thehypothesis that dptimar processing of individual words, qua individual words,

is sufficient to support gopd,recall"(p. 270). An equally.-extreme alternative position
,

...,would.be that semantic analysis is neither neceiss,pry nor sufficient for good memory,

. A
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but the efficiency of retention is attributable, to some other factor, such as the de-

velopp4nt of effective retrieval cues,.Which may be semsntically,or non-semantically

related to the presented material.

A
A compromise between the. wo positions seems to have been rached (Tulving, this`

volume), i.e., recall of a large number of unrelated items will be-unsgccessful,' re-,

gardless of whether the meaning of each item has been ,considered, unless there-exists
4

some syttematic retrieval meehanisms 1pr reinstating.those itets)at recall. Experiments

6y Craik and Tulving (1975), Schulman (1975) and Moscovitch and Craik.(1975) alsOprb-=

vide strong evidence that under certaill circumstances semantic analysis is insufficient

to 'insure high recall' unless the products of this semantic analysis form a.ficoherent,

integrated unit" which can serve Can'effective redinteerative cue at recall (Horowitz

& Prytulak, 1969). The compatibility of encoding and retrieval environments has been-
z.

discussed at length by other'contributors 6 this volume )(Jacoby & Craik, Tulving &

BransfOrd1 ,et-a1).

The controversy concerning encoding- retrieval ccpatibility was a reaction to the
v

early attempts of LOP adherents tcr!classify Activity irrespective of the goal
.

of that
Y,'1

,

4_ ,
..

activity. Postmaa .(1975) suggested that there is a significant distinction to be

_
.

drawn between deep processing and optimar
,

pro sing;
.

but optimal can only be defined
.

.

in the context of the particular goal ofrthe p cessing. .Optimal Processing must be

whatever is most effective'in the total context'

ity; for it is the purPosive nature of acqvities

Mation (Cassirer, Seen in this light,'it
,

f the subjects' goal - directed activ-

that guides the se,.eotion of infor.:'

should ndt matter where on the formal-

v4,

semantic, imension an encoding_activity might fall, the crucial variable woul

compatibility'of the- activity idth the task
,,,,

,
.

s
trieval as well 5s acquisition- restraints.`

-,, . ----,

he'th

demands,,, task demands,,that include re-

Brafiscord and his collegues (Bransford es-

# al this volume, Mortis,, Bransford-& Ttanks,6.1977) report an experlient in support of.

this position, for under certain' condition's a typical formal task, rhyming, can be

superior to A typical semantic task, fitting. words into sentences.' The triclIw4s that'
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the "retention" test required the subjects to make use of rhyme relevant information.
.

The main po4 int is that it is only in the context of,what the subject idoing that one

can mednilltf011y speak= of optimal -activity. This statement is alsol fair representa-

'tion of-onePf the basic tenets of the Soviet theory of activity (Leontrev, 19744

Wgrisch,'1977; Zinchenkb, 1962), that actions; Operations, and activities are always

purposivethey do not occur in a vacuum; they occur in the context of some meaningful

goal.. -""'

One of the main difficulties of giving a quick sketch of the .Soviet theory of

activity is confusion conperning their nomenclature, and Lam sure that regi-dvotees

will find much to quarrel with in my usage of terms. The Soviets make quite subtle

distinctions between terms such as activities, actions,' acts, Operations-, motives,
1 A

means, and goals. For thj.s reason it is often difficult to foilow''their discourse,-

and I suspect that the problem is exacerbated because ehe f6inns, so subtly defined,
. .

originally, are,sometimes used interchangeablyby translators. A detailed review .71f

the theories can be found elsewhere (Meacham, 1977; Wertsch, 1971); 'here I will give

my translation of the major positions, changing the terms when necessary to be con-
'

sistent. ,

The most difficult term'is that of activity itself. Activities are defined

molar processes by which we

4*
transform objects into subjective forms and make objective the more sub- -.

jective aspedts of personality (cf, assimilation and'accomodation in
Piaget's theory). Thus activities structure the relationship of the in-
dividual_to his material and social world, and. it is through his activities
that the ,individual}-is able to understand or give meaning to eXternal

, world (Meacham, 1977, p, 7).

Thus the term activity is used to refer to the assimilation-accomodation interaction

,of man and tas external world. But.it is also used to refer to the current social.'

purshit the individual is engaged in. At each stage of development, a particular form,
. .

of activity becomes dominant, that is it is the "leading" activity of that stage'of
4

ontogenesis, Itjs within the context of the leading aciivify that the-major reoligan-

izations of mental processes will occur. For example, itis_with& the context of
.

1 3t A
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manipolqing objets and developin# means of direct emotional communication, the,leaa="

-

.

y
hr.-

i .,

g aativitie0 of infancy, that thWvery.young child comes to know his world, and to

struCtuy&that kdowledge-. Although the sdquence of leading activities will be modified.
-

- .V
e

,...,_,

by the particular enviromnent,in which the individual. must,fundtidn, the "normal pro-
. t.

t gression described by the Soviets for modern development In schooled Societies is man-

ipulation of objectr and direct emotional communication; followed by play, then school-

. related learning and interpersonal communication, and finally career-related learning '
r ; , .

activities (Elkoain, 1972; Kussman, 1976). Fat example,'it As a typical Soviet-in-
-

spired statement that, the leading activity of schools is the development of decontex-.
, . 1

tualized skills .of deliberate learnin own, 1978a).

Activities, wHether leading or otherwise, serve to motivate certaill Specific

actions, (sometimes confusingly tailed acts) .ifhich are directed toward a conscious

4

goal. A goal-directed action can be performed by means of various operations depending.

....lon the particular task demand. Even these operations might have subpart, sometimes

called aCts,esociated with them." T,q, interject some well-needed concrete.example,
/

-consiler the case of a child, during a play activity of Constructing a toy boat, going
,,

1 '

.

,
to get a lisb of items needed for that construction. The leading activity o4 early

childhood is play. TA. specific- goal - directed action the child-is _currently engaged

in j-d- building ,the-boat. 'One operation'he must perform in order to carry out this

action is remembering the list of items he-must fetch, and an act of remembering might
.

Abe rehears4. Note tilat the operation of 'remembering here is subordinated to the

,.. -..
action of building a toy;

.

i1 t is not the:goal in itself. In another context remembering,

.., ,
.

.. ,

could be the goal.
,..

For ekample, consider an older child in a school situation,wha is

directed to learA a vocabulary list. Here the leading activity of middle childhood

is school.related learning; the specific goal- Invedaction is rote remembering;

- N
an operation that might be used to aCcompliebthis could-be.rehearsal. Note two things:-

. . . -,. . .

rehearsal, for example, out of context, nnot be designated an act, an operation, or
.

. .

;an action. It cad' only b' defined in, arms 6f its place within total activity,of
T .

32.
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-the child in context". Second, note that in both examples, remembering is more or,less

.deliberate, but in the second is the goal itself, while in the first it is subor-
.

dinated to-the gdel of building a toy. This is an important distinction for the Soviets,
.

.

...
.

for they believe that'actions that are the goal of an activity, are better remerabereds
ees

than these that merely help one realize a goal, a point I cannot elaborate here. _Fin-.

4. -
ally, it should be emphasized that the voluntary7involuntarY distinction_as well as

the definition of an activity can only be made in the context'of a purposive goal-

directed-pdrsuit.

Although the' terminology of the/Russian literature may,be less than helpful, the

basic philosophy is simple and entirely compatible with the position that the subjects'
.

- , ,
.

. .

activities. are optimal 3 1y iu the sense that they are tailored to some'goal in a
, . _ -

lirg,,

,,

asive sequence, iictivities,arepurposiVegdal-directed: and Occfir in natural
.

,
,,,,.

..,

or%
,.

. 'contexts. The theory has much in common with that of transfer appropriate processes'.

1,.

. /-
developed by-Bransford.and his collegues (this volume).

Before leaving the Soviet theory of ,activity, there is one implication that -has

ppticular relevance for developmentalists but also might be informative for those who
a

deal with adult subjects. The Soviet position that one cannot divorce an activity

from 'Its purpose and that activities take place IA natural contexts is beginning to

have an important influence on the way developmental psychologists,conduct their5in-
0

(vestigatiOns, Developmental psychology as an experimental science is a relatively new

area of specialization in American psychology. Initial fors in thie field were-liery;

much influenced' by "experimental psychology which until thd 1960s meant animal expert,.
t

mentation. The early questions were borrowed from=the animal literature, and children.,
. A .

were set to solve such gripping problems as two-choice discrimination learning tasks
, .

and run for many trials until they reached,criterion --:":'or refused to cooperate. The
, .

.

experimental situation was' alsoadapted from animal laboratories; a large number of-
. . .. _

studies in the 1960s actually used 'a modified Wisconsin,General Test Apparatus -- a sort

of cage developed by Harlow for testing monkeys. That chilaren.were also enclosed in,

33



bakes- was presumably a safeguard to protect- the purity o

I assume- children_in-the 1960s were not rabid and, there

the 4cperimenter could not have been a prime motive

he experimental Aemancisi- for

re the physical protectioh

.

ion. _ To cqmplete the child as
-

rf
metaphor,'it vas a typical practice to,place s4imult over reward wells which

.
4 i

d (with M&Ms, the develapmentalis's lab
a

actions wit the child were minimized, and any su gestion df a purpose for the activity

weje ba how). All social-or verbal inter-
.

was reduced to he plea to the-child t "come pay my game."
/-

Children were notoAously unreliable ac(Cdmplices; the variability in their data
A --

4

suggested perversity athfr than campliadce. Even if they reached solution, -they were

1

.

too temp'eramental to /mai ain a criterion run.

and the task were all insp d by 'the animal

animals but they still perfo

was negative; he was not a -prod

rules, etc. (Brown & DeLoache, 19

With the yid% dissemination o

The language, the experimental setup

metaphor.66.4ren'agually outperformed

d-abysmally, and the resultant view of the young child
r''' t

___

er,-not strategicf did notAi(ediaCe, did-not transfer
7 .

(

8).

e Russian developmental literature, Americah

psyChologists have begun to consider-c' ldren's competencies in-more naturalistid sit-

uations. Observational and clinical met ds are being combined with experimentation,in

aa innovative way; and It is becoming comm place for developmental-psychologists to

at least pay lip service to the need to eval te a child's potential in a meaningful

situation. Soviet*Ychologits have always c ducted their developmental inquirie-in

this manner. For example. /stamina (1975); is a study conducted inde early 1940s,

examined hovchildrenyould go about' rememberidgya five item list, Americans will
,

. N,
tell

.

yog that under normal laboratory learning inst

items from cooperative three-year-olda. But one of t

ctions one-can expect about two
;

e most interesting features of

Istomina's experiment was 4 comparison between children's memory

the relatively standard list-learning situation vsthei memory

embedded An a meaningful (to the child) activity of buyin items

reasoning for contrasting these two conditions was the sten ard.

34

for lists of words in

for.comparaplelists,
.

at a store. /stokina's.

Soviet contention that
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r
.

"the development of retention and "recall 'as internal, purposeful cts takes place,--

32 .

initially as part'of a broader, articulated,.and meaningfpl activity (since its 6nly
. . .

.
1 ..

within the context .of such activity hat the specific acts of rememberi an-o t ni
. .e.

d recall
.

_

have any meaning for a child)1 (p. 8 -9).. This hypothesis was confirmedas recall was .

,

clearly superior in the game situation, for younger children, recall was twice 'as good

when buing-itemd at a store than in a typtoal rote'learning situation.

Istomina'not only Fecorded the objective-data produced in. each sand

observed the activities of the children as they undertook the task;

she also

providing a

'rich clinical picture of the developing skills. To eRtract.sOme emaifoles: Three-

year-old "vaierik barely waited for the list -of items to be red before rushing off to

the store. ThiE three-year-oldis view of the game seems to be limited to assuming the

role of going to the store and returning with items, but;_does ndtseem to inclUde the.-

notion of bringihg back the specific items on the list. Four-year-old Igor listened
t. -

attentively to the shopping list, and then tried to carry out his errand as quickly
.

as

possible. He even seemed to try tcravoid distractiOn, regusing to. stop and talk when

on his way to the store. Vary_few four-year-olds shod more specific mnemonic be-
,

haviors,.but betweervfekand five a qualitative shift-seemed.to occur, and all .the

older_subjects seemed to make active attempts to remember. Som'Ffive- and six-year-
.

olds actively rehearsed; they were often observed moving their lips,_repeating the

words over to tHeMserVeS!as the experimenter read them and as they walked to the store.

Many of the older children seemed to be monitoring their own memory states and

even checking themdelves to determine how well they would, remember. Some children

-1 ,
.

were even seen testing themselves on the
.

way to the store. Flfally,_the oldest childrep
. .

(six-sevdn years old) displayed quite sophisticated strategies of trying to form-
. _

logical connections between the items on their lists, often rearranging the order of-

the wordd based on their meaning:

.1'

Istomina's.(1975) work is-fascinating not just for the informati it provides

about young children's memory processes, b4t,also for the methodological point it elm"
.phasizes. The best situation in which tatitudy very early memory development is in a

35 .
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natural context in which the child is likely to understand the task and be motivated -
.7-

,

to perform it. The_young child's performance on laboratorY,tasks istoften markedly

/Inferiorto his performance-in a game setting. Although this variable is crucially

important when studying very young children, the same general point is applicable to

other ages as well.- Subjects of any age, even adults, are likely to perform better
_ -

in a meaningful task in which they are actively engaged.,-Mental acts occur in living

contexts-, and, to reiteratea previous theme of this paper, the minimum unit of anal-
-----

atious performed by an indiveual in context (Neisset, 1976a).
ysis must b

This is af extremely important point for developmentalists who must consider intel-

- lige behavior.pf children in termsf the naturally occuring contexts of early

ildhood (Brown, 1975, 1978a) of divergent cultures (Brown, 1977, 1978a; Cole &

Scribner, 1975).. But theessage might have some impot for 'theories of adult cog-

nition, particularly varieties such as LOP models, with their explicit,concern with

the influence of activitiet On levels of knowing.

C. HeadfAtting*

The final.
MLA ?,

cOffipatibility hetween"developmental psychology and 10P frame-

works is a concerlil for headfittingprown, 1975; Jenkins, 1971, 1974). Again, I have/0
ealt with this topic elsewhere (Brown, 1975), and Naus and Helasz (thistvolume) have

a detailed overview of the.probleM. Here I will restrict Tyself.to-three points:

-headfitting asra source of. error variance; headfitting for instructional purposes;

- and- headfitting and the problem of meaning.t
First, what do rmean by headfitting? The basic premise is that there is an

intimate relation between what is known and what can be known, and because we must_

come to know more with increasing age and experience, there must be a close corres-

pondence between what a child can understand at any point in his life and his con-

currerit,cognitlye status. The typical position of both.adult and developmental
.

conetructivists is that meaning does not reside in,the-world,-it is constructed from

the interaction between the current state of knowledge and that which is to be known.

36 -
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As we have seen, there are pbilosophical4problent th this position (Sections II. D.

andE.)whichlwill.notsreiteratehere.But.te very concept of meaning for those

"of a constructivitt persuasion is' one of, headfitl ng. LOP frameworksilave always

.incorporated a headfitting notion, reflected in erms auch\*s "compatibility (of

mpterial) with the analyzing structures." In more recent instantiationsf the LOP

f-m
approach-1::(Lockhart, Craik, 4 Jacoby, 1975) the proponents become more explicitly, em-

broiled in the problem, as they address the question Of°"automatic" encoding for

material highbi compatible with the preexisting contents of the head.

How have developmental psychologists been concerned with the headfitting issue?
4

If

Experimental psychologibte often operate as if they w[shed to control for it, e.g.,

they regard developmentailtariations'in knowledge as a source of extraneous variebil-

y. For example, in stad4tdMemory tasks they attempt to insure th t even their

youngest subjects are familiar with the stimuli, at least to the level hat they can

__name them. If a name is not readily given by-a mien participant, the experimenter

generously provides bne, and then operateeas if stimulus familiarity were equated

across ages (see Chi, 1978, for a full treatment of this problem). That familiarity

may invave mc:e than access, or even speed of AcC'ess to the name code is rarely con
,7

...--, r

sidered. Variations in performance across ages,can now be attribtitTed to eactors_other,

..

than variations in knowledge, e.g.,
.

capacity limitations or strategy deficits (Chi, 1976).

A more elgightened way that developmental psychologists have expressed concern

with the headfittigg pioblem has been in their treatment of instruction. If one wishes_
/

to instruct.- a child to perform in a way he previously could noi,_the most intelligent

way to pr&ceed is to find out where his head is at initially., Developmental psychol-

ogists interested in instruction have typically indulged in detailed task analyses that

map the progression Of the child as he moves taward,adhlt-like understanding. Such

141.

task.analyses provide detailed specific4tions of feasible rules for solution, and syd-

c error patterns are used to diagnose the child's pretraining competencies, areas

ess, etc. so that instructional routines can be tailoredlto fit the diagnosee.of w

(Siegler, 976).
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It is widespread aSsumptiqn of developmental psychologists of quite diyergent

theoretical viewpoints that the distance bet4en ehe child's existing knowWdge and

'the new information he must acquire is a critical determinant of how successful training

will be(Brawn,, 1975; Inhelder, Sinclair, & Bovet, 1974; tiaget,1971f- eleglert 1976):

Near training,A.e., training aimed at just one level above a child's startinAnowledge,

is far more successful than far-training, aimed at least, two ]evels beyond the child's

understanding (Siegler, 1976). Thug, 'it is a_critiCal-CO4Cern fqr those ifivoll.ted in
r

instruction to detail the stages through which the learner must pass. And the map be-

tween the child's curTent understanding and the instructional routine is a critical

determinant of what instruction will be introduced -- a practicffkheadfitting problem.

The third headfitting issue is the "task by head" interaction_stressed by many

developmental theorists. A task is easy or hard, material is comprehensible ornot,

to the extent that it maps onto the preexisting knowledge and preferences of the

learners. Extreme versions of this approach suggest that if material is highly com-

patible, understanding will be "automatic" (Brown, 1975; Jenkins, 1974) and that both

_comprehefision and memory are=bornpf meaning Maget & Inhelder, 1973). One.way that

the developmental literature'has been influenced by this position is,that there has

been a shift towards studying such phenomena as, semantic integration, inferential

reasoning, etc. in the context of meaningful materials such as prose passages. It

as if turning to prOse is by itself a reflection of concern for meaning.' As Jenkins

(1924) pointed out in his seminal treatment of the psychologist definition of meaning,

What one regards as meaningful is very much a matter of historical press. In their

time those concerned with memory for words.looked askance at retrogressive advocate's

of the nonsense syllable. Now it is trendy'to berate those who look at words, or even.,

sentence's, for meaning is carried in larger-chunks of texts. .But4if meaning.is not in
4

the material but in the compatibility of the subjectlevel of understanding and the
ob

naturef the material, then changing stimulus types does not help or binder the basic

question?.6 Even for the learner attempting `to, acquire nonsense syllables the basic*unit
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of-analysis is the relatiOnshiP.orhis prior knowledge; his current activity, and the

.-.
material.- Both 110P frameworks and developmental theories: that espouse a headfitting

-.,

1w
notien

/
must somehow deal-with the problem of meaning, where meaning is defined as one-

of task and subject

The ultimate demonstration of the headfitting7notion is one that should be readily
P

found in theydevelopmental literature. Ideally, little thinkers lacking some basic

knowledge should be hindered in their comprehension of any iaformation that presupposes

the existence of that prior knowledge. While this is undoUbtedly true; -it his prOyed

difficult to demonstrate tie phenomenon neatly within well controlled experiments. 'The

main thrust of the Piagetian work on the development of memory has been to demonstrate

the close alliance of preexisting knWedge and memory (Piaget & Inhelder, 1973). These

ererimenta.have_not been totally successful.

Another ploy is to show that experimentally induced preexisting knowledge'deter-

mines what is' understood. While this has been succpsfully demonstrated with both

, children (Brtn, Smiley, Day, Townsend, & LdWton, 1977) and adults.(Anderson &.Pichert,

1977), no-interesting developmental trends have. been identified; even the younger I

children disaMbigwated vague or misleading sections of 'text in a manner congruent with
. 1

. .

_

their preexisting expectations. Indeed it is nit necessary in the standard Bartlett
.1....

prose recall situation tb manipulate age as well as preexisting knowledge. Inducing
_

.

A

-1, .

-;'"
r

-
,

adOts to take different perspectives before reading1-a passage is an ideal way-of dem-
,

. .

anstrating that comprehension is an interaction of expectations and actual textual
..,

materials ;(Anderson & Pichert, 1977; Bower, 1977). Thus,
,

while we\have ample anec-
. ' .

1
.

.

.
- .

dotal evidence that the younger reader's comprehension is effected hy,a limited knowl-

edge.base, e.g., reports that children read stories in terms of the concrete action

sequences rather than the deeper allegorical meaning (Brown, 1978b), we do not have

4.

neat experimental evidence of the ideal type -- little heads leading to little under-

atanding.

What we do have is -the inverse of thefideal finding, and it is just as pertinent

to my argument; indeed, it may be more so because leis so dramatic.' In a recent

39
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, series of studies, Chi (1978) has been investigating the memory and metamemory perform-

1 6,
ance of skilled chess players, an`honot e psydhological-pursuit dating back at least

.to Binet (1894). Chi's twist is that in her sample of players knowledge isforthogonal

to.age. In general the children are the expert, while the adults are the .novices; It
7

is the experts who outperform the novices'both in termaof actual memory performance

and in predicting in advance how well they will.perform -- a nice example cif-thehead-
, .

fitting notion. -It is not ho' old-your head is but how much it has experienced in as.

particular cognitive domain.

Summary --'

In view of the traditional. separation of developmental theories from current,
:,

adult models the widespread adoption of LOP 67a.ketirks is particularly noteworthy.

have suggested here that the essential compatibility of LOilmodele and developmental ,,

, .. . .
. ,....:_-:

,interests follows from a shared concern with three main issues,. involuntarlmemory,
. .

activity and headfitting. Developmental dati'veoften partioulaay'apt demgnstrations

of the main tenets of the LOP ffameworks and LOP models provide a f-anguage and a view-

point through which the issues of interest for developpentallsts
.
can be reinterpreted.

4.---
, ..

.

.0Another theme of this nhapttis that thinking systems are naturally evolv g"..and ,

. . ' .. i z, A,
\ theories of cognition must ,ventually consider how their model of'man came_...about.

.--,/teleological position ha, s
,

been ftuitfui in guiding ti,search but it *is-not- surprising
.

,.,:-- A "7.k 5_,
,- ,,,.41. ',' :4

,

that any theory that can account for only,alimited SUbsecf adult behavior .An. a set,: .

. .
.

...--

of severely constrained tasks, may have difficulty dealing the questions of growth A

. '4
and change. A donsiderdtio of the phylagenetic,and ontogenetic forces that shape the

--- .

_

evolution of-thought might lead to a richer understanding of how humans come to know

- the significant information of their environment,

4
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1

Table 1

Proportion Coiritct Recall by Intentional and

Incidental Learners: Preschool-Children

Condition StUdy la Study 2u Study 3b'

Intentional Learning ..2 .44

Semanftc Orienting Tasks

Categorize .49 .41 .64

Buying Items at Store .51

Nice -Nasty .38 -

Formal Orienting'Tasks

Sound -.29

Color .24 .18

4* ....-

Adapted_ from- Murphy & BroWn (1975).

bAdapted from Zinchenko (1962).
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Tab,le

Mean Proportion Correct,Recall,of Intentional Leal-nits

as a Fgnction Strategy Adapted (from Thiemsn, 1976)

50

Group

Intentional Learners

.

Incidental Learners1

1

Stoties, Sentences.,,

or Scenes

Interitem Associates
or Categories

Ro,te Rehearsal

Total

fa) SeMintic Orientation

/(b) Formal Orientation --

Experiments-
1 '2 3

4\

.67 .59,

.36 .48

.30 .37

.44 -v,:4.8

.45

10

.34'

.42

:33.46-.38-.49 .44-.51

.30-435 .11.

-1The incidental leatners are included for comparative reasons. The orienting

iasks varied wide across studies. Included here is the range between the

leastamd most affective conditions.



a Table 3

_From P. Ikaginchenk6, Involuntary Memory (1962)

.51-

I -

College Student Data

Orienting Condition InCidental `Intentional

Instructions -Logical Concrete tone Logical Concrete None

Material

Logical

Concrete

None

7.0

4.7

1.8

5.9 F

5.2

2.0

4

5.2

4.5

3.2

7.1 5.2

4.1 5.4

1.5 1.6

4.8

4.4

3.4

I,
Old SChool.Children

,

Logical

Young School Children
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